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• Spatial search is more intuitive when users want 
studies of certain regions
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Motivation
The Geographic Coverage field in the study 
metadata represents the geography of a study
Issues:
• Not matched to the spatial data
• Does not conform to a standard and contain 
duplicates
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Status quo
4Related Websites
Data.Gov EU Inspire
Big Ten Academic Alliance Geoportal
(One instance of GeoBlacklight)
Existing solutions such as GeoBlacklight, 
GeoNode, GeoNetwork:
● Not directly appliable to ICPSR studies
● Hard to incorprate curation process
● Lack of Attribute-level metadata
• Not compatible with Archonnex architecture
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Why not use existing solutions?
Goal: Enable spatial search and geovisualization
functions in ICPSR's Digital Asset Management 
System (DAMS) - Archonnex
● Starts with those studies that have GIS data 
files and not restricted. 
● Seven studies identified:
2895，4546，4547，35617，36353，36745，37078
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Spatial pilot project at ICPSR
• Publish spatial files to the RDBMS with spatial 
extension and the OGC-compliant server
• Spatial metadata edit for curation
• Spatial search and Geovisualization for end 
users
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Proposed workflows
Consistent and compatible with the architecture 
of Archonnex
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Technology stack
Frontend React, Leaflet, Mapbox GL JS, Bootstrap
Backend Spring MVC, Spring JPA with Hibernate, 
Spatial4J，JTS, Geotools, GeoNames
Database PostgreSQL+PostGIS
Map server GeoServer
Search engine ElasticSearch
• Map representation (vector tiles and raster tiles)
• Map operations (zoom, edit, envelope selection)
• Spatial data formats (shapefiles for publish, 
GeoJSON and WKB for transfer, WKB for 
database)
• Geographical coverage extraction (simple 
heuristic algorithm using overlapping ratio)
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Key technical issues
For simplicity, this pilot project assumes that the data won’t change. The system will bulk 
import and publish the data at setup phase through API calls. The ElaticSearch index will 
also be prebuilt 10
Publish spatial files
Spatial Reprojection
Extract ESRI Shapefiles
Import into the PostGIS
Publish in GeoServer
Index metadata in ElasticSearch
140 layers added to PostGreSQL and Geoserver
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Publish spatial files
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Spatial metadata edit
Curator: curate study
Frontend: display layers in map with 
boundaries and tags
Edit envelopes
Curator: confirm changes
Backend: update database and ElasticSearch index
Frontend: displays study list
Edit Geotags Edit Keyword tags 
Curator: display layers in a study
Frontend: display layer list
Curator: curate layer
Frontend: display layer with tags
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Spatial metadata edit
• Edit geographical coverage
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Spatial metadata edit
• Geotagging
• Keyword tagging
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Spatial search
Find Data by studies Find Data by Layers
Move/Zoom maps Input keywords Input coordinates 
Search with ElasticSearch
Request parsing 
Display study/layer list
• Text + Map + Coordinate
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Spatial search
• Vector tiles + Thematic mapping
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Study view
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Study view
• Data cleaning (e.g. incorrect or missing 
projection)
• Large spatial data
• Extract geographical coverage from text
• Standards for spatial information that fit social 
science data
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Challenges
• Variable metadata editor
• Generate spatial data from existing studies that 
have spatial information in textual or numerical 
formats 
• Handle big spatial data (e.g. taxi trajectories)
• Online spatial data analysis
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Future works
